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Loseless Image Compressor Torrent
Download is a Windows console application
with no graphical user interface. It allows
you to compress a bunch of images into one
archive (please note that the application
doesn’t actually compress your images, but
operates on a folder of your choosing): •
Add, modify or delete folders from the list •
Add, modify or delete images (especially
subfolders) from the list • Set the
compression ratio • Set time intervals for
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speed control • Save images with names or
IPTC/XMP tags • Crop images What is it?
Loseless Image Compressor is a commandline application that works with images
stored in one (or more) specified folders. It’s
not an image compressor, but it’s very useful
for users who want to keep the original
images inside archives and use the archives
as independent files. Most compression
algorithms are good for compressing images
in a single folder (mainly JPG and PNG).
However, to compress images in many
folders (mainly: the subfolders), such an
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algorithm is not suitable. How it works?
Loseless Image Compressor processes an
entire folder at a time, and compresses each
image that it finds in the folder into a single
archive. The compression ratio is set
manually, and it can be either fixed or
modified during the compression. After the
process finishes, the new archive is added to
the original folder as a separate image and
the image’s size is displayed. Features •
Works with JPEG and PNG images •
Supports batch compression • Works on
multiple folders • Supports multiple
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compression ratios (it can be set from 1:1 to
8:1) • Supports batch size setting • Supports
time control (speed control) • Supports crop
• Supports auto-delimiter • Saves images
with names or IPTC/XMP tags • Saves
images with the original size (in the new
archive) • Sets the original image size in the
new archive • Displays the new archive size •
Crop images Using Loseless Image
Compressor Loseless Image Compressor can
be used in three different modes: • Batch:
the application compresses a group of images
• Search: the application looks for images in
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a folder • Single: the application compresses
an image Loseless Image Compressor
command-line options: • -i, –input-folder:
specifies
Loseless Image Compressor Crack+ For Windows

Loseless Image Compressor Torrent
Download is designed for the ultimate
compression of your pictures. It will help to
make more room in your computer and save
storage space. The application will reduce
the size of all the images in your folder and
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subfolders. For example, you can compress
all the jpg, gif, png, tiff and bmp graphic
files in your folders and subfolders. This will
free up the hard drive space. You can set
when you want the application to start a new
job. Size reduction Loseless Image
Compressor can compress all the images in a
folder and subfolders, and you can set it to
compress all the files from the folders or
subfolders and compress the images to 2-, 4-,
or 8-times their size. File types Loseless
Image Compressor can compress all the
images types, such as:jpg, gif, png, tiff, bmp,
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psd, jpeg. Options You can change the
compression level when the application starts
a new job. You can change the work folder
when the application starts a new job. You
can set the start time when the application
starts a new job. Convenience The
application is not just another image
compressor, you can also use it to compress
your music, video, pdf, and a lot more file
types. Compress any file, not only pictures
You can do more than just compress the
pictures files. You can compress any type of
file to reduce its size. The applications
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provides you a lot of options, such
as:compress to 2-times, 4-times, or 8-times
size;compress to the size of the original
file;compress jpg, png, jpeg, tiff, and bmp
files to the size of the original file. Process
all files in a folder Loseless Image
Compressor can compress all the files in a
folder and subfolders. You can compress all
the images files in a folder and subfolders,
you can do it into 2-, 4-, or 8-times size.
Web Site Https://www.download.com/Losele
ss-Image-Compressor-Screenshot-Loseless-I
mage-Compressor-Compress-Photos-PSD-P
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Loseless Image Compressor is a freeware
that can be used to compress your photos,
documents, and images, without impacting
the quality of their originals. Although the
application is limited to console application,
its functionality has surpassed expectations
and proves to be a worthy alternative to other
tools available on the web. Evidently, an
alternative is to reduce their sizes using a
dedicated application such as Loseless Image
Compressor. While lightweight, the
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application is one of those small yet handy
tools that serve a particular purpose and do
their job without too much hassle. A
freeware that can be used to compress your
photos, documents, and images, without
impacting the quality of their originals,
Loseless Image Compressor is ideal for
creating space on your hard drive and getting
maximum mileage out of it. A console
application, Loseless Image Compressor
operates in the Windows console only. To
use the tool, the application needs to be
launched using an Explorer window. The
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first step is to browse for the target folder at
launch. Once you do so, the application starts
searching recursively for all the compatible
graphic files and applies its compression
algorithm as soon as an image is found. A list
of all the identified pictures that have been
compressed is displayed in the console, along
with the information concerning the original
and the new size of the images. Additionally,
the compression rate is calculated on the spot
as a percentage. From our tests, we
concluded that the compression rate varies
between 10% and 20% on most occasions.
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Aside from a lack of a user interface, the
main drawback is the lack of filtering
capabilities for the file types to process, the
size to consider, and so on. No control over
the processed files, their type, or any other
parameter is available. The application is
limited to console application and cannot be
launched as a windowed application.
However, despite these shortcomings,
Loseless Image Compressor is an efficient
solution for processing graphic files on your
PC. Read the full review to get more details.
Free Download- Upload Folder Size (GB)
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Compression Time No. Not Available 21.56
High 12-24h 28 ZIP 1.61 7-Zip 2.52 Archive
1.34 7zip 4.32 Archive,Zip 1.23 7zip 4.11
Archive,Zip
What's New In Loseless Image Compressor?

Loseless Image Compressor is a free utility
for those who are tired of waiting for the
Download manager to finish its job. They
can control the size of their computer by
using this tool. Eliminates the data on their
computer without causing damage to their
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system: By using the Sweep Scans that are
included with the utility, you can safely
search for old files and folder (files/folders)
and remove them. With this tool, you will
never miss the vital
documents/settings/photos etc. Compression
of single files, and multiple files at a time:
The program can compress individual files
or groups of files that you specify. Handle
7z, tar, zip or bzip2 files for compressing:
Use this tool to compress the 7z, tar, zip or
bzip2 files without causing damage to your
system. Compress to one single file/folder or
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several: You can compress files/folders in a
specific folder or several folders. Preview
the compressed/decompressed file to check:
You can preview the
compressed/decompressed file to check if it
works fine. Any Unicode and MacOS files:
This tool can handle unicode and MacOS
files. The archive format 7-zip, bzip2, zip,
tar etc. Compress 7z, tar, zip, bzip2, tar, zip
and rar/7z files. Support the batch mode to
do several files at a time. Compress in one
click or many! User-friendly interface. Scan
and compression in a single click! Support
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the multi languages (6 languages supported).
Compression Rate: At the moment, the
compression rate of this program is not
guaranteed. You can specify the size of the
files you want to compress. Compress: Single
or multiple files, any data size. Single folder:
Single folder includes all the files and
subfolders in that folder. Compress in a
single click or many! Scan and compression
in a single click! Preview the compressed file
to check if it works fine. Any Unicode and
MacOS files Compression: Support 7z, tar,
zip, bzip2, tar, zip and rar/7z formats
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Compress 7z, tar, zip, b
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System Requirements For Loseless Image Compressor:

Recommended Requirements: Windows XP
SP3 and above. (this might work in win2000
and win 98, but it is highly doubtful)
1024x768 or greater (allowing for the full
screen window to be displayed) 2GB RAM
(if your running WoW and all the addons,
the 2GB would be overkill) DirectX 9c
Shader Model 3.0 Even if you dont meet the
recommended requirements, if you have
2GB of ram, you should be fine. Contributed
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